
In search of the perfect work model

Paul Ventura, of
Collagis, says
whatever form
the “new
normal” takes,
the end result
will be “more
efficient and
more productive”
businesses.

“Dealing with change,
navigating the
uncertainty and striking
the right balance between
the benefits of a flexible
workplace and the needs
of the organisation are
the challenges that now
face businesses.”
Paul Ventura
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The “new normal” of work is more a work in
progress than a done deal but there’s no doubt
that the momentum for change is unstoppable.

A survey of 2500 “working professionals” by
recruitment firm Hays in November found that 61
per cent believe that a hybrid working model –
part-remote and part-office working – is the most
productive.

Hays managing director Nick Deligiannis says
the rapid shift to working from home
necessitated by the lockdown and social
distancing requirements established that “a large
percentage of the workforce can work
productively and successfully from home”.

Hays research has also discovered that 47 per
cent of employers, noting that productivity and
business continuity were not adversely affected
by having employees working remotely, are open
to retaining working from home as part of their
workplace mix.

For many employees, according to Hays, overall
performance, job satisfaction and work-life
balance improved as less time was spent
commuting or dealing with the distractions of
office working.

The challenge for employers as the economy
reopens is to strike a balance between the work
preferences of employees and the needs of the
organisation. This is particularly a consideration
for business leaders who believe that having staff
working in a central office has cultural, creativity
and collaboration benefits.

“Employers are looking to the future and how
they and their staff can benefit most effectively
from this new way of technology-enabled
working,’’ Deligiannis says.

‘‘Organisations everywhere will be going
through this process ... [A] hybrid working model
could be the ideal middle ground that allows
employees to work flexibly on certain days of the
week then come together with colleagues in a
central workplace on others.”

The boon to employee productivity and job
satisfaction has been one of the big surprises of
what has been widely dubbed “the great working-
from-home experiment”.

A survey of 2800 knowledge workers in the UK,
the US, Canada and Australia found that
Australians were more productive working from
home than their overseas peers.

The survey by business transformation and
managed services company Adaptavist found
that 85 per cent of Australians, compared with
the global average of 82 per cent, reported being
equally or more productive when working from
home. One-third of respondents said they were
more productive than being at the office.

But there were also some downsides to
digitally-enabled working from home: one-third of
Australian respondents reported stress arising
from being “always on”.

“An overnight transition has been forced upon
the business world and companies have had to
rise to the challenge by doing whatever seems to
work immediately,” Adaptavist CEO Simon
Haighton-Williams told the Australian Computer
Society’s Information Age.

“Now it’s time to reflect and analyse this, to see
what positive patterns have arisen that we need
to reinforce and what negative patterns we see
that need to be changed.”

Paul Ventura, managing director of management

consulting firm Collagis, which specialises in
workforce and organisational effectiveness, says
“everybody is trying to get their head around what
the new reality is going to look like”.

“I don’t think there’s been a bigger or more
profound adjustment, certainly not since the
industrial revolution,” Ventura says.

“What’s happening now has been possible for a
long time in terms of available technology but
what’s changed is the mindset around the
workplace and employee wellbeing.”

Ventura says the “nature of work” has changed
and “remote working is here, and here to stay”.

“For many workers the commute will no longer
be part of their daily life. For them, work has
changed from somewhere you go to something
that you do.”

While most employers are satisfied that the
working-from-home experiment has been
successful, that recognition is just the beginning
of the business transformation that needs to
occur as the economy reopens.

“Dealing with change, navigating the
uncertainty and striking the right balance
between the benefits of a flexible workplace and
the needs of the organisation are the challenges
that now face businesses,” Ventura says.

“The working-from-home experience has
created the momentum for change but
organisations can’t afford to be too aggressive in
pursuing new ways of working.

“Changes have to be balanced, reflecting the
needs of employees, the needs of the business
and the needs of the customer.”

For many organisations the transformations
they embark on will not be limited to the
workplace.

“There will be opportunities to grow and
expand that weren’t there previously. Equally,
products and services that were a solid basis for
growth in the past may no longer be relevant or
sustainable or may be subject to supply-chain
disruptions,” Ventura says.

“Some organisations will need to consider a
change of business model.”

Although questions about the future shape of
organisations will be more complex for larger
organisations, Ventura cautions that
“fundamental change is important whatever the
size of the organisation”.

The good news, he says, is that whatever form
the “new normal” takes, the end result will be
“more efficient and more productive” businesses.

Prepare for the new world.
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To adapt to the new normal, you’ll need new ways
of working.

Cut through the barriers to effective transformation.
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